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ABSTRACT
The operation of a nuclear reactor produces
radioactive materials, some of which do not appear
to have any value and are wastes. This report
describes the wide-ranging program of engineering
developments and applications to provide the Canadian
nuclear industry with the knowledge and expertise to
conduct its waste management functions safely and
responsibly.
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Rësumê
En fonctionnant, les réacteurs nucléaires produisent des
substances radioactives dont certaines ne semblent avoir aucune
valeur et ne sont que des déchets. L'auteur de ce rapport décrit
le vaste programme de développements technologiques et duplications
ayant pour but de fournir â 1'industrie nucléaire canadienne les
connaissances et le savoir-faire dont elle a besoin pour mener h bien
et en toute sécurité ses fonctions de gestion des déchets radioactifs.
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1.

OBJECTIVES OF WASTE MANAGEMENT
n.- ;The= operation of a nuclear reactor produces
radioactive materials. Some of these, the fission
products"and the actinides americium and curium, do
not appear to have any value and are wastes. In this
sense, plutonium is not a waste material. Any fuel
reprocessing or fuel fabrication facility will, however,
produce waste streams containing small residual amounts
of plutonium. Radioactive wastes thus include plutonium.
Because these materials are radioactive, they are
hazardous. Radioactive waste management is a term nrfiich
embraces all the things that are being done to ensure
that these radioactive materials are always handled and
stored so carefully that only insignificant amounts could
ever escape to the environment.
Because of the long radioactive decay time of some
of these materials, this is a demanding exercise. It is
not just a technical matter; it has policy implications
at all levels of government - provincial, federal and
international. Moreover, the time scales involved also
raise questions about the responsibilities we have towards
future generations who will be living on this planet.
It is for these reasons that we have found it useful
to identify two objectives for radioactive waste
management:
(a)

The Health and Safety Objective
"Radioactive materials should be managed so
that the health hazards are negligible,"

(b)

The Responsibility Objective
"Radioactive waste products should be managed
so that trouble and concern to future generations
will be minimized,1'

It should be noted that these two objectives can
conflict. For 'example-,'---one way to meet the safety
objective is to?place the material in a continuously
atonitorfed dbuble^walled container, If leakage through
the---first: wallr is ever detected, the material would be
moved to? another; container.
In concept the technique
ijs faultless. - It : does r however, conflict with the
responsibility objective in putting us to the trouble
of monitoring and maintenance for a very long time.
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We can see another version of this conflict in the
concept of geologic storage. By burying material deep
underground we expect that we can more closely approach
absolute safety by making the cc^tawiroent infinitely "
thicks thus requiring ^o inlintena,nce* However,: we cannot,
from the natur^
that none of the material will ever esc^ev ' fe ican paly
make detailed safety and proBabiiity analyses to show that
even an improbable escape would not violate the safety
c
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We should not be apologetic or defensive about the
need to recognize responsibilities to future generations.
Both objectives are concerned with minimizing legacies to
future generations, the first with a legacy of a potential
hazard from radioactive materials, the second with a
legacy of maintenance and responsibility. The ideal
objectives, zero release of radioactivity and no future
responsibility, are essentially unattainable because they
are ideal and absolute. This is> however, a perennial
human difficulty; such conflicts face us in many other
activities. Every human activity leaves a legacy t o the
future; some parts may be bad, some good. The oil and
coal w e burn today cannot be used by our grandchildren
but if our grandchildren inherit the need to Manage our
radioactive wastes, they should also benefit by having
more oil and coal because we used nuclear energy.
2.

INTERIM AND ULTIMATE STORAGE
Storage can be of two types:
(a)

'Interim storage' where there is expectation or
intent to move the material

(b)

"Ultimate storage f where there is no expectation
or intent to move the material to another store.

Interim storage necessarily implies retrievability.
Ultimate storage does not, in the logical sense, necessarily
i m p l y

r e t r i e v a b i l i t y *
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lj^s^ofecouEse>
y^ spent fueL stored =in pools; is readily retrievable
By contrast^ theiitfSAsiis considering-a schemer to *ury '-.>
radioactiyet materi'aljiits holes hored- -in?. theV ocean ?Jbed^ perhapsvSOOOv=feet JErom the- surf ace -pfL the sea^u Retrieval,
is possible^ is plainly^ very difficult and lescpehsiye. v;

- 3 Large-scale dispersion to the atmosphere, or to
sea, or shooting the material into outer space are
plainly irreversible and irretrievable techniques.
._ Interim storage will always be an important part
of waste management. Work on interim storage techniques
is described in section 9 of this paper. Ultimate
storage is, however, a key matter and merits discussion
first.
3.

THE CHOICE OF THE ULTIMATE STORAGE TECHNIQUE
There are four general possibilities for ultimate
storage or disposal of radioactive wastes:
(a)

Ejection into outer space for i) fission products
or ii) actinides,

(b)

Transmutation into shorter-lived or inactive
materials of i) fission products
or ii) actinides,

(c)

Storage o$* or near the surface,

(d)

Burial at some depth beneath the earth's crust.

Any technique that future technology could develop
for ultimate storage must fall into one of these four
categories.
Ejection into space has been studied by NASA and
the USASq* . It is technically conceivable today. These
studies show, that with some further developments of
space technology it could be economically feasible for
separated actinides Camericium arid curium). It would not
be economically feasible for separated fission products
or for irradiated fuel.
,
Transmutation of fission products into inactive
materials does not appear to be feasible because the
cross sections of the required nuclear reactions are
notliarge enough, Plutonium can b e transmuted; the use
of plutonium as a fuel converts long-lived material into
shpjrter-'lived fission products, Other long-lived
materials, americium and curium, e t c , could be recycled
to a reactor and transmuted into shorter-lived material.
There iwouldsbe a burnup penalty, estimated at about 15%
:'. .'.tors this^orbcedure. If extraction efficiencies of 99.5%
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were achieved, and the material extracted were irradiated
and converted to shorter-lived fission products, the
amount of long-lived material inthe"waste would be
reduced by a factor of 200. A significant reduction in
the long-term potential hazard is achieved. In summary,
transmutation of long-lived elements is an option which
will reduce the long-term potential hazard, but work has
to be done before its true worth can be assessed. As a
first step WNRE (Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment)
is looking in detail at the reactor physics and burnup
implications of recycling actinides.
We have already noted that surface storage with
continued maintenance, and surveillance conflicts with
the responsibility objective. While such surface storage
schemes are entirely safe in concept and can be utilized
on an interim basis for a long time, we do not feel that
they meet the requirements for ultimate storage. We are
therefore examining, in detail/ burial at some depth
beneath the earth * s crust.
There are three requirements for safe storage of
radioactive materials - cooling, shielding and isolation.
In a suitably designed burial scheme, the surrounding
rock acts as a massive heat sink, providing cooling. The
depth of burial provides a virtually infinite radiation
shield and the size and integrity of the rock formations
provides isolation, preventing escape of the stored
material to the environment. It is also intuitively clear
that, for at least the short term, geologic storage, as it
is generally called, is quite immune to many of the
improbable accidents that one would have to consider for
surface storage, such as aircraft crashing on the storage
site. With suitable care in the choice of site, isolation
is unlikely to be significantly affected by earthquakes
or another ice age. If a host rock is chosen which has
been stable and unmodified for hundreds of millions of
years one should reasonably expect it to maintain its
stability for further hundreds of thousands of years.
In considering the ways in which this isolation could
be breached, the question most often raised is whether the
material could be leached by ground-water. Thus one of
the principal criteria for selecting a rock formation is
its isolation from moving ground water. As a further
measure to ensure isolation, material would be stored in
an insoluble form.
The main thrust of our program on geologic storage,
described in more detail below, is to refine these intuitive
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ideas on geologic storage into rigorous ground rules for
selection of host rocks - to identify specific rock types,
geological formations and geographical areas to satisfy
these ground rules.
4.

FUEL CYCLES, REPROCESSING AND WASTE MANAGEMENT
Figure 1 shows the conceptual relations between
reactor operation, fuel reprocessing and waste management.
Reactor wastes comprise all the materials, other
than fuel, which become activated during reactor operation:
filters, ion exchange resins and trash contaminated with
small amounts of activity. The total number of curies of
activity in this material is less chan 1% of the curies
produced in the fuel, the principal radionuclide being
Co-60. These materials are currently in interim storage,
buried in shallow trenches, concrete bunkers or, for more
active materials, in concrete and metal-lined containers
buried just below ground level.
With the natural uranium fuel cycle, spent fuel is
currently in interim storage in water-filled pools. If
we were to decide never to reprocess, then the fuel would
eventually have to be moved to an ultimate store. If we
decide to reprocess then we would have waste streams
containing fission products and octinides (americium,
curium, etc.) and two product streams, plutonium and
uranium. Figure 1 shows the fission products and actinides
separated, with the actinides possibly recycled to the
reactor. This would onl\ be done if actinide separation
and recycle were worthwhile. As there would always be
some material stored in inventory at a reprocessing plant,
awaiting shipment to the ultimate store, both interim and
ultimate storage are shown for waste streams.
A recycle fuel fabrication plant is expected to have
a waste stream of eontaiminated material which is not
worth recovery: this again would go through interim to
ultimate storage.
A major step in waste management is the conditioning
of wastes into a form suitable for ultimate storage. As
the overriding objective is isolation from the environment,
these techniques, in general, convert wastes to a solid
insoluble form which is then incorporated into another
inert insoluble matrix such as bitumen or inorganic glass.
Some development work on the conditioning of low-level
wastes is described in this paper. Waste solidification
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Nuclear waste management: a schematic flow chart
showing the relation between reactor and fuel
cycle operations and waste management operations.
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and conditioning is an essential part of the flow sheet
of a reprocessing operation and would require a large
fraction of the effort in a reprocessing development
program. ;
;
5.

RESPONSIBILITIES FOR WASTE MANAGEMENT AND ITS DEVELOPMENT
Three agencies are today directly involved in waste
management.
The electric utilities produce the wastes through
the operation of their generating stations. They own
the spent fuel and the plutonium in it and are responsible
for the safe management of the fuel and wastes.
The Atonic Energy Control Board is the licensing
authority and is thus the ultimate arbiter on the safety
and wisdom of any waste management technique.
AECI», the development agency, is responsible for
developing and recommending options on waste management
techniques. Some of this development work will, of
course, be done by the utilities themselves so that the
overall effort is a cooperative program between AECL and
the nuclear industry.
When commercie_ fuel reprocessing is in operation,
the fuel processor and fabricator would be another agency
producing wastes with an attendant responsibility for
their management. AECL's development programs on waste
management must also anticipate the needs of the fuel
processing and fuel fabrication plants.

6.

CURRENT WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS IN AECL
AECLf s .programs in waste management are listed below
and described in sections 7 to 11:
- Site selection criteria for surface storage,
- Conditioning of reactor wastes and fuel fabrication
wastes,
./- interim dry storage of spent fuel,
- Geologic storage,
- Safety and logistic studies.

- 87.

SITE SELECTION CRITERIA FOR SURFACE STORAGE OF LOW LEVEL
WASTES
The greatest volume of reactor wastes is only slightly
contaminated with radioactive material and consists of
paper, rags, etc., which are placed in plastic garbage
bags. The radioactive content of each package of this
low level waste is, at the most, 5 millicuries. Mediumlevel wastes comprise packages which contain more than
5 millicuries but which can still be handled without
shielding.
These wastes are managed in surface sites, the lowlevel wastes from the laboratories being buried in shallow
trenches and the medium-?eve1 wastes being placed in
concrete bunkers near the surface. At the Bruce and
Gentilly reactor sites all wastes go into concrete bunkers.
These procedures, which were developed on an ad-hoc basis
in the early days of the development of nuclear energy are
followed with minor modifications by almost ail nuclear
sites and reactor stations in the world.
The isolation of radioactive materials in these
sites is controlled by two factors, the physical and
chemical form of the waste and the properties of the
site; the concrete structures and the soil provide a
further important barrier between the emplaced activity
and the environment.
Extensive data pertinent to site selection are
available from studies carried out in various parts of
the world including CRNL (Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories)
and WNRE. The contrast between the CRNL and WNRE sites
provides an example of the different properties of such
sites, At CRNL the water table is low, The soil acts as
an ion exchange medium> waiter passing readily through it
leaving the ionic material behind. At WNRE the. water table
is close to the surf ace. and viator movements are: in. the
vertical direction rather; than the KdrlMonlal direction^
Here the water acts as a barrier to dispersal. Differences
in soil conditions and hydrogeology also affect the requirements for engineered structures,, such as concrete bunkers.
A continuing program is planned which, In collaboration
with utilities across Canada, will develop site selection,
criteria and engineering design data for surface storage
sites.
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CONDITIONING OF REACTOR WASTES AND FUEL FABRICATION WASTES
Reactor wastes tend to be large in volume and small
in radioactivity'"content. Spent ion exchange resins,
which have a significant radioactivity content and a
modest volume, are an exception.-. Liquids and combustible
solids account for most of the volume.
Again, in common with international trends, an
increasing proportion of these wastes will be processed
before emplacement in storage. The most important property
of a processed waste is its stability. The resistance to
leaching or resuspension, as well as retention of the
physical form, are measures of stability. Since stability
is affected by the radioactivity and chemical content of
the waste, there may be limitations in the amount of activity
and the chemical content of the processed waste. Such
limitations can have a significant effect on the volume
reduction which can be achieved. CRNL studies concluded
that the volume reduction of the solid combustible wastes
is best achieved by incineration, and of aqueous wastes
by reverse osmosis and evaporation. Volume reduction should
be followed by immobilization of solid and liquid concentrates
in bitumen which offers the best optimization between
stability and volume.
An integrated "Waste Treatment Centre" is to be built
in which the volume reduction and immobilization processes
will be developed and demonstrated using CRNL wastes. This
program initially involves two projects, the decontamination
of aqueous wastes using reverse osmosis and the incineration
of low hazard solid wastes.
An incinerator with 1 Mg/day capacity, sufficient for
all CRNL combustible wastes, is being designed. It is
intended as a versatile tool to study waste feed control,
emission control, ash handling and maintenance. Operation
is expected in late 1976.
Decontamination of typical CRNL aqueous wastes using
reverse osmosis was the subject of a development contract
completed in 1974 by -the Ontario Research Foundation. The
results of this study were encouraging. A 50 cm3/s (1000
gallon/day) reverse osmosis unit suitable for pilot-scale
tests on the CRNL aqueous waste streams has been purchased
and a cooperative program has begun with the manufacturer,
Electrohome Limited, to study decontamination and fouling
effects.
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Laboratory-scale immobilization tests using bitumens
available in Canada have been started. The commercial
development of blending equipment for bituminization is
well advanced in Europe "and^.fevaluation^oif-•''the; available
models will continue during the current year- Large-scale
immobilization tests are planned in the next phase of this
project, expected to begin about 1977 with the processing
of the incinerator ash. The routine volume reduction of
the aqueous wastes and the immobilization of the concentrate
will also begin during this phase and by 1979 most of the
low-level aqueous wastes will be processed.
At present, natural uranium is the only radioactive
material used in fuel fabrication. A small facility for
the fabrication of plutonium-uranium oxide fuel is scheduled
to go into operation this year at CRNL. The operating
experience with this fuel facility will provide valuable
experience in defining the development program.required to
handle and treat plutonium-contaroinated wastes. As an
example, a solidification study for the aqueous wastes
from this facility was instituted in 1974. These wastes
are easily incorporated into a thermosetting plastic,
unreaformaldehyde, but little is known about the long-term
stability of the plastic agglomerates. This material will
be used in the development program. The agglomerates will
be stored in a separate instrumented storage facility and
will be removed periodically for visual inspection.
9.

INTERIM DRY STORAGE OF SPENT FUEL
Over the next twenty-five years, by far the largest
amount of radioactive wastes produced in the nuclear
power program: will bepin spent fuel-, Spent tfuel storage
is thus an important,part of our, waste management program.
Three years ago a collaboratiye study on the.storage of
spent fuel (The Committeejftssessingi F«el ^Storage ^ CAFS)
was organized. Dr. W.M. Campbell%dfi;AECL, Power Projects,
presented the early results of^ this study to-the (3W two
years ago* Other parts >rere suroroarized this April in a
paper by Mr. R* Barries of Ontario Hydro and Mr- S.A* Mayman
•from WNRE at the AfcJS/CNA* conference:w._ This flast paper
described Ontario Hydro's plans for. their reference concept
of large water-filled pools for spent fuel at 'a. .central ..;
storage site. " Detail"* of this very important part of the
Canadian program can be found in that paper.

*ANS/CNA - American Nuclear Society/Canadian Nuclear Association

- 11 Dry storage of spent fuel is being studied and
developed at WNBE essentially as a backup to the pool
concept. Of several dry-storage concepts studied by
CAFS, the so-called * canister1 appeared most attractive
because of its simplicity and the relatively small cost
of development and demonstration, information from the
development work on, for instance, the behaviour of
temperature and stress gradients on the integrity of
concrete: could*, be used for. the design of larger and more
complex structures if these were warranted. The reference
canister (Figure 2} is a concrete cylinder, 5 metres high,
2 1/2 metres in diameter with an internal cavity 0.75
metres in diameter. One canister will hold about 4.4 tons
of fuel, about a week's production from a station the
size of Pickering. Cooling is by radiation and conduction
to the wall and then by conduction through the concrete.
Design studies have defined three areas requiring
development.
(a)

Concrete Temperature
The canister is designed to contain fuel
producing, when initially emplaced, 2 kW of heat.
The calculated temperature difference across the
concrete is about 65°C. The resulting thermal
stresses in the concrete are within acceptable
limits. There is, however, an economic incentive
to shorten the cooling period of the fuel or to
increase the fuel loading of the canister; measurements and tests are required to provide precise
design criteria.

(b) Behaviour of Defected Fuel
Fuel which is known to be defected will be
canned before installation in the canister basket.
However, undetected defects must be anticipated.
In air, at the fuel temperature at the centre of
the canister, UO2 will gradually oxidize to D3O8.
ASlnce U3O3JXS less dense than U O 2 , the defect
faecoftes progressively worse - the £iel expands,
the sheath splits, more UO2 is exposed. If the
0x5-, in supply were unlimited, the fuel material
would be completely converted to tJ3.Q8.* The sealed
cans limit the oxygen supply. As a further
precaution to,.prevent oxidation of UO2, the fuel
'could be sealed, within a double barrier within
the concrete and the space filled with an inert gas.
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Figure 2. The reference canister design for the interim
storage of spent fuel. The cylinder is 5m high
and 2 l/2m in diameter.
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(c)

Ambient Radiation Fields
Preliminary shielding calculations gave a
field at the surface of the canister of 15 mR/h.
Viiiile no direct surveillance or maintenance of
emplaced canisters is required, operators will
be in the area when new canisters" are emplaced.
It would be helpful, therefore, if the field was
significantly lower. As with all shielding
calculations, tests are needed to prove the design
parameters to give optimum shielding.

Four full-scale test canisters are being built at
WHRE. Two will be electrically heated, with heaters
capable of putting out up to 20 kw each. Two will be
loaded with fuel - one with bundles from Douglas Point
Generating Station, one with bundles from WR-1. The
Canisters shown are cylindrical; there are mechanical
and structural arguments in favour of this configuration.
However, at the moment, all the spent & e l handling
equipment in CANDU (Canada Deuterium Uranium) stations is
based on rectangular modules. Two of our test canisters,
therefore, will have rectangular cores. The canisters are
instrumented with thermocouples and strain gauges. The
electrically heated ones will be in service first.
ihe fuelled canisters will also be highly rated;
Douglas Point fuel will produce 5 kW and the WR-1
canister will contain one quadrant with fuel equivalent
to a 10 kW load. These loadings are designed to be proof
tests as well as a demonstration of the concept.
The schedule for this program is shown in Figure 3.
Construction of the cylindrical, heated canister is
complete, WR-1 fuel will be emplaced in a canister in
August, and Douglas Point fuel will be brought to WNRE
and installed early in 1976, In addition a detailed
study of a canister storage facility is being made. The
design study will be part of Ontario Hydro's overall study
of spent fuel storage.
The immediate value of this development will be to
provide an evaluated and demonstrated concept to which
the water-filled pool storage can be quantitatively
compared. If the demonstrations are satisfactory and
the design study shows that significant advantages can
be gained, canisters rather than pools could be the
preferred concept for facilities to be built in the late
1980's.

1974
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Schedule i£or the canister development program. It is
expected that a demonstration facility will he built
at WNRE storing fuel from the WR-1 reactor.

- 15 10. GEOLOGIC STORAGE
The reasons for examining geologic storage have
already been discussed in the section on the choice of
the ultimate storage technique.
The Geological Survey of Canada are engaged with
&ECL in studies which will enable us to identify the
more promising geologic formations. Formations will be
evaluated in the context of the following requirements:
(a)

The rock should have low economic value and not be
close to other formations with actual or potential
economic value.

(b)

The formation should be large, accommodating a
buffer zone of significant size.

(c)

The formation should have high integrity with a
minimum of cracks, faults and joints.

(d)

The formation should be in a zone of low seismic
activity.

(e)

The formation should be impervious to moving
ground water, isolated from it, or both.

Besides these factors there are a number of detailed
considerations. The formation should be homogeneous and
relatively free of internal stresses. The excavation of
the cavity and the emplacement of the material and the
heat load all place new stresses on the rock. It will have
to be shown that the emplacement could not have any
significant effect on the macroscopic stability of the
formation and that the effects of future glaciation are
acceptable.
This brief list shows that geologic storage will
require a considerable development program. There is
already some experience in asing mined cavities for
storage of various materials, petroleum fluids for example,
so the idea is not entirely new. It is evident, however,
that a predictive aspect of geology, a new scientific
discipline in fact, may have to be developed over the next
few years as the international geologic community gets
involved in waste management. Many nations are engaged in
studies similar to ours.
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The U.S. National Academy of Sciences and the USAEC,
nearly twenty years ago, identified bedded salt as a
formation which met many of -the requirements summarized
above. The relatively high thermal conductivity of
halites minimizes the thermal gradients. Salt deforms
plastically under pressure so that internal stresses
are self-relieved and cracks and fissures tend to seal
up. Since the halites are water soluble, the existence
of the bed demonstrates its isolation from ground water
over geological time.
A great deal is known about all the relevant
properties of halite deposits for waste disposal, far
more than about any other formations. It is, however,
recognized that other types of rocks may be equally
suitable but the necessary research and development
have not yet been done.
One part of the Canadian program, being done by the
Geological Survey of Canada, is a general survey of
Canadian salt deposits. Without any prejudgement of
the potential of salt, we have to obtain an independent
assessment of the U.S. work on salt for Canadian geology,
geography and climate. This study should be completed
in about two years.
Storage in hard rock (e.g. granite) appears a
promising alternative. The size of the Canadian Shield,
the low economic value of granite and the congruence of
the Shield with Ontario, the principal user of nuclear
power for the next twenty-five years, are factors arguing
in its favour.
The Geological Survey will be making a survey on
hard rock, similar to that for salt and, in collaboration
with AECL will Be developing a geophysical program on
topics such as fracture densityf thermal gradients,
thermal stresses, radiation stability and so forth. The
preliminary schedule. Figure 4, shows that, by the end
of 1978 we should have sufficient information to decide
between salt and hard rock for the Canadian Demonstration
site. Site selection for a demonstration emplacement
should be made by 1983. Wastes could be emplaced in a
mined cavity by 1987, For the demonstration, radioactive
materials will be stored in retrievable form. We estimate
the cost of this program in current dollars to be of the
order of fifty million dollars,

1975

1976

1977 1978 1979 I960 1961 1982 1903 (964 1905 1966 J987 1968

PrtllMlnary 9lu4iw
Laboratory Sluditi
Fl»ld Work

Ewpiaca MtaiM
(Pilot Hatlt)

Figure 4.

tmmm www

Schedule for the hard rock storage/disposal program.
Two key decision points are anticipated, in mid-1978
we should have enough information on the potential of
hard rock to warrant field work and preliminary site
selection. Selection of the site for a demonstration
facility would be made in 1983.
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11. SAFETY AND LOGISTIC STUDIES
Waste management impinges on many parts of the
technology of the fuel cycle. It is important that
these by identified, defined and studied so that nuclear
energy can be developed in Canada in an orderly fashion.
For convenience we use "safety and logistic studies" as
an umbrella for all these considerations.
To give some examples:
The design of waste management schemes is an exercise
in safety analysis. For proper evaluation, the safety of
the fuel cycle as a whole must be estimated. For instance,
reprocessing has the apparent advantage that the inventory
of plutonium to be managed for long periods of time can be
significantly reduced. It has the disadvantage that
fission products and actinides embedded in the fuel are
dissolved. These solutions present handling problems as
does the fabrication of the plutonium into fuel. The
possibility of release of the hazardous material during
the relatively short period of reprocessing and fuel
fabrication is significantly greater than if the fuel had
been left untouched for that time. How does this increased
short-term hazard compare with the decreased long-term
hazard? Hazards analysis of this type will be a continuing
activity.
The requirements for waste management affect the
techniques and economics of reprocessing and of the
associated fuel cycles. The levels of separation and
decontamination for fission product and actinide streams
must be defined in terras of the specifications set by the
hazards study. These levels of separation, in turn,
define the cost and perhaps the practicability of some
separations. The wastes from the fabricating plants must
also be minimized and the burnup penalty of recycling
actinides must be assessed. Analogous questions for
the variants of the thorium cycle will also be analyzed.
Transportation contributes a significant fraction
to the cost of all waste management schemes. It is also
possible that, even though radioactive material spends a
very small fraction of its life in transit, this is the
least safe part of the operation. For this reason and
because of the logistical problems associated with transportation, and the interrelated matter of site selection,
transportation is being studied as part of our waste
management systems.
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SUMMARY
We have described a wide-ranging program of engineering
developments and applications, in which AECL if a partner
with the utilities and other organizations such as the
Geological Survey of Canada. This program will help to
provide the Canadian nuclear industry with knowledge and
expertise to conduct its waste management functions with
the highest degree of safety and responsibility.
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